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Supplemental material: 
Below is an inventory of the Abrasza Feldman collection. 
 
.1 Certificate; “Bescheinigung” issued for “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father) by Lazarett 

Klosterlechfeld; claims that he was admitted on “March 28, 1945” (actually April 28, 1945), signed 
by “Stabsarzt”; typed in black ink, signature in graphite; dated May 6, 1945; in German 

.2 Permit; “Bestätigung/Reisegenehmigung” [Safe travel permit]; issued to “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] 
(Ian’s father); permission to travel to Augsburg; typed form in black ink with entries handwritten in 
blue ink; circular black ink stamp in lower left corner with image of crest and “…Schwabmünchen”, 
blue ink stamp in upper left corner “ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE/MILITARY 
GOVERNMENT/OFFICE/Signature…/Date…/Detachment Number…” with entries hand written in 
graphite; dated July 23, 1945; Schwabmünchen, Germany; in German 

.3 Certificate; issued for “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father) on letterhead from “Krankenhaus des 
Marktes Schwabmünchen/mit Wöchnerinnenheim”; typed in black ink; circular ink stamp below 
signature “Krankenhaus * Schwabmünchen”; dated July 24, 1945; Schwabmünchen, Germany; in 
German 

.4 Certificate; “Entlassungsschein” [Discharge Certificate]; issued to “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s 
father) for discharge from Krankenhaus Schwabmünchen [Schwabmünchen Hospital]; preprinted 
form in black ink with black ink handwritten and typed entries; dated July 24, 1945; 
Schwabmünchen, Germany; in German 

.5 Document; medical opinion typed on letterhead from “Dr. Max Weigel” for “Abraham Feldmann” 
[sic] (Ian’s father), declaring him able to travel to Augsburg; circular ink stamp in lower right corner 
“Allied Expeditionary Force * Military Governement * Landkreis/Schwabmünchen”; ink stamped 
signature at bottom, square ink stamp at top with date; dated August 8, 1945; Schwabmünchen, 
Germany; in German and English 

.6 Certificate; #3715; issued for “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father); typed form in black ink with typed 
entries; certifies that Abraham Feldman was detained in Dachau concentration camp from 
September 1, 1944 to “the day of deliverance by the United States Army” and was registered in the 
Camp books under number 97189; signed by Jan Domagala, Camp Secretary of Dachau; red ink 
stamp on lower left “M.A. SU…/Director/Team P.1 UNRRA”; dated August 9, 1945; Dachau, 
Germany; in English 

.7 Identification Card; “Dowod-Osobisty/Identity Card”; issued to “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father); 
black and white photo of bearer attached, wearing glasses and striped prisoner uniform; lists 
identifying features, place of residence before war, and that he was a “German political prisoner” 
from August 24, 1944 until April 28, 1945; dated August 9, 1945; Augsburg, Germany; in Polish and 
English 

.8 Document; eye exam results for “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father); preprinted form in black ink, 
“Dr. Kerner – Augenärztin – Augsburg” printed at top, circles marked “R” and “L” with degrees 
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marked from 0° to 180°; green ink stamp on right “Diplom Optiles A. Braun/Augsburg, 
Bahnhofstrasse 14”, and “Dr.med. Martha Kerner/Agenärztin/Augsburg, Hermanstr.1” in blue ink in 
lower right corner; dated August 24, 1945; Augsburg, Germany; in German 

.9 Certificate; “Bescheinigung”; issued for “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father) by “Messerschmitt AG. 
Augsburg”; preprinted form in black ink, typed entries; dated August 28, 1945; Augsburg, Germany; 
in German 

.10a-c List; three pages, chronological list of dates and locations from February 13, 1940-December 24, 
1945; handwritten in graphite on orange paper; verso: rail schedule for Schwabmünchen from 
October 1934-May 1935 preprinted in black ink; written by Abraham Feldman (Ian’s father); 
dated 1945; in Polish and German 

.11 Permit; issued for “A. Feldman” (Ian’s father); typed in black ink, signature at bottom right in black 
ink; states that he is “permitted to leave the hospital to enjoy the entertainment at Remboldstr. 1.”; 
dated December 31, 1945; Augsburg, Germany; in English 

.12 Postcard; commemorative postcard issued on the occasion of the 1 year anniversary of the 
liberation of Dachau; recto: brown, black, and white image of camp with broken barbed wire fence, 
Statue of Liberty in foreground; verso: “Gedenkkarte Zum Tag/Der Befreiung Des KZ Dachau/ 
29.April 1945” printed in black ink, blue ink stamp “Jewish Information Office/C.C. Dachau” and 
circular blue ink stamp “Jewish Committee/Dachau” with central image of star of David; dated April 
29, 1946; Dachau, Germany; in German and English 

.13 Certificate; issued by the “Jüdische Gemeinde/Jewish Community of Augsburg” for “Abraham 
Feldman” (Ian’s father); typed in black ink on preprinted typed form, on letterhead printed in blue 
ink; lists that he is a Polish Jew, interned in Dachau, and at Augsburg; initially typed that he was in 
Kaufering, crossed out and “Dachau” handwritten in green pencil; signed at bottom right in green 
pencil; circular blue ink stamp of “Jewish Community/Jüdische Gemeinde/[image of star of 
David]/Augsburg”; dated June 12, 1946; Augsburg, Germany; in German and English 

.14 Certificate; issued by “Ernährungsamt B/der Stadt Augsburg/Abteilung 
Krankenversorgung/Rabenbad 6” for “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father); allows him to receive 
food rations for 24 weeks from October 28, 1946 to April 13, 1947; preprinted form with entries 
handwritten in black ink; verso: “Herrn/Feldmann [sic] Abraham” handwritten in black ink, multiple 
purple ink stamps, circular black ink stamp with date; dated October 30, 1946; Augsburg, Germany; 
in German 

.15 Certificate; issued by the “Jüdische Gemeinde/Jewish Community of Augsburg” for “Abraham 
Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father); typed in black ink on preprinted typed form, on letterhead printed in 
blue ink; states that he acted as their secretary from April 30, 1946-November 20, 1946, later 
volunteered for the American Joint Distribution Committee helping with compilation of deceased 
Jews in Dachau concentration camp, and he left his [secretarial] post on his own volition; signed at 
bottom right in black pencil; circular blue ink stamp of “Jewish Community/Jüdische 
Gemeinde/[image of star of David]/Augsburg”; dated November 1, 1946; Augsburg, Germany; in 
German and English 

.16 Medical certificate; “Ärztliche Bestätigung”; issued by Professor Dr. K. Lydon for “Abraham 
Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father); typed in black ink on preprinted letterhead, black ink signature at 
bottom; dated November 7, 1946; Munich, Germany; in German 

.17 Medical report; “Zusammenfassung der Krankengeschichte”; issued for “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] 
(Ian’s father); three paragraphs typed in black ink; “UNRRA-Sanatorium Gauting/Sanatorium for DP-
Patients/Team 1065” typed in upper left corner; three signatures across bottom, circular green ink 
stamp “UNRRA TEAM 1065/[image of globe with “U.N.R.R.A.” across center]/Gauting Sanatorium for 
DP’s”; dated March 31, 1947; Gauting, Germany; in German and English 
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.18 Certificate; “Bescheiningung”; issued for “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father) by the UNRRA 
Area Team 1062; typed in black ink; dated April 23, 1947; Augsburg, Germany; in German 

.19 Certificate; “Zaświadczenie” issued to “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father) by the “Polska Misja 
Repatriacyjna” [Polish Repatriation Mission]; preprinted form with typed entries; states that he is 
allowed to be repatriated to Poland from Munich; dated May 27, 1947; Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany; in Polish and English 

.20 Certificate; “Zaświadczenie” issued to “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father) by the “Rzeczpospolita 
Polska”; Nr. 693583, preprinted black form on pink paper with handwritten entries; black and white 
photograph of bearer attached; states that he entered Poland from Germany/Regensburg and is 
assigned free passage to Lodz; verso: ink stamps from “Urzad Miejski/Refereat Wojskowy” in 
Dzierzoniow and “Urzad Zatudnienia w Lodzi”; dated May 31, 1947; Dziedzicach, Poland; in Polish 

.21 Medical Certificate; “Przekaz ambulatoryjny”; issued for “Abraham Feldmann” [sic] (Ian’s father); 
typed form with handwritten entries; states that his medical expenses will be paid for by the state 
repatriation committee; dated June 2, 1947; Dziedzice, Poland; in Polish 

.22 Document; medical opinion written for “Abraham Feldman” (Ian’s father); handwritten in black ink, 
red ink stamp in upper left corner “Dr med Jozef Karpowski/RENTGENOLOG/Lodz, ul. Narutowicza 
Nr, 56/Tel.____”; dated February 28, 1947; Lodz, Poland; in Polish 

.23 Document; clinical results for “Abram Feldman” (Ian’s father); “Wynik badania krwi na opadanie:” 
printed across middle, preprinted form in black ink with handwritten entries in black ink; “Zarzad 
Miejski w Łodzi/Pracownia Badań Klinicznych” printed in upper left corner; dated December 1, 1947; 
Lodz, Poland; in Polish 

.24 Document; clinical results for “Feldman” (Ian’s father); “Wynik badania krwi na opadanie:” printed 
across top, preprinted typed form in black ink with handwritten entries in black ink; dated January 
24, 1949; in Polish 

.25 Document; medical opinion written for “Abram Feldman” (Ian’s father); handwritten in black ink, 
red ink stamp in upper left corner “Dr med Jozef Karpowski/RENTGENOLOG/Lodz, ul. Narutowicza 
Nr, 56/Tel.[256 94]” phone number handwritten in black ink; dated January 26, 1949; Lodz, Poland; 
in Polish 

.26 Letter; written to “A. Feldman” (Abraham Feldman [Ian’s father]) in Warsaw, Poland from Joseph 
Cowan; typed on recto and verso in black ink, letterhead of “Nazi Victims Relief Trust” printed in 
blue ink; mentions inclusions of other documents, stipulations for grants, and suggestion that he 
write to other organizations; dated April 1, 1958; London, England; in English 

.27 Letter; handwritten copy of letter sent to “Miss Steibel”; handwritten in blue ink on recto and verso 
of graph paper; requests financial help; dated May 12, 1958; Warsaw, Poland; in English 

.28 Letter; written to “A. Feldman” (Abraham Feldman [Ian’s father]) in Warsaw, Poland from Joan 
Steibel; typed in black ink, letterhead of “The Central British Fund for Jewish Relief and 
Rehabilitation” printed in black ink; states that she cannot help, and suggests writing to the 
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee; dated May 21, 1958; London, England; in English 

.29a Letter; written to “A. Feldman” (Abraham Feldman [Ian’s father]) in Warsaw, Poland from Dr. 
Otto Betz; typed in black ink; dated April 27, 1959; Munich, Germany; in German 

.29b Envelope; addressed in black type to “An/A. Feldman (Abraham Feldman [Ian’s 
father])/Warschau / Polen/Nowolipie 21 m 43”; red ink postmark “Dr Otto 
Betz/Rechtsanwalt/München 8…”; postmarked April 27, 1959; Munich, Germany; in German 
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